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Course Outline (lectures) 

1. Introduction to Wireless/Mobile 
Network Security  
-  Why is it different? 

2. Security of WiFi networks  
-  802.11 architecture and 

protocols 
-  (un)authorized access: MAC 

filtering, WEP, WPA, 802.1X, 
802.11i 

 
3. Smart Phone Security and Privacy 

 
4. Mobile Privacy 
 
5. WSN and RFID Security 
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Wireless Networks 
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Mobile services/devices...  
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Smart Phones 
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Vehicular Networks 
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RFID devices 
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Applications of Wireless Networks 

•  Infrastructure-based 
–  Cellular - ANY DATA 
–  WiFi access – ANY DATA 
–  GPS – LOCATION, TIME 
–  Local Area (Indoor) Navigation – LOCATION, TIME 

•  Infrastructure-less (multi-hop) 
–  Sensor networks – ENVIRONMENTAL (SENSED) VALUES 
–  Ad hoc (e.g. vehicular network) – ANY DATA 
–  Mesh networks (e.g., home networks) – ANY DATA 

•  RFID tags – IDENTITY 

Different networks/topologies/services (data, 
location, time…) 
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The Software is Eating the World 

•  Software is now everywhere! 
•  Medical devices 
•  Powerplant 
•  Cars 
•  Houses 
•  … and many more in the future 

•  We have to make sure that these systems are 
secure… 
–  Otherwise we will leave a nightmare! 
–  Pacemakers will be attacked! 
–  Powerplants will be attacked (stuxnet) 
–  …. 

 



 
Example: Implantable Medical Devices 

• More and more IMD use 
wireless com. 

– Ease configuration 
– Allow to store and 

download data 
remotely(measures) 

– Remote monitoring of 
patients 



Pacemakers and Defibrilators 

– Stimulateur Cardiaque 
(Pacemaker): émet 
périodiquement des 
petits stimulis électriques 
au cœur 

– Défibrillateur: émet des 
stimulis plus puissants 
pour restaurer un rythme 
“normal” 



Les implants médicaux: 
Pacemakers/défibrillateurs 

•  Current systems 
–  Ultra-low-power CPU + 128 ko. RAM 

(donnée patient, log,…) 
–  Communication by induction 
–  Short range 

•  Contact with patient 
–  Limited Bandwidth 

•  New systems 
–  Longer range (~2m) 

•  Remote monitoring of patients 
•  Ease configuration and 

installation 
–  More Bw (~400 kbits/s) 

•  Enable new applications 
•  Reduction consultation time 



IMD: New Applications 

•   problèmes de confidentialité, intégrité 
•   le médecin peut lire les données a distance… 

• …mais bientôt il pourra les modifier par l’Internet!! 



Existing Attacks 

[1] Halperin and al., Pacemakers and implantable cardiac defibrillators: Software radio 
attacks amd zero-power defenses, IEEE Security and Privacy, Oakland, 2008. 







   4 Years Later…. 



Pourquoi ce manque de 
Sécurité ? 

•  Juger inutile (par les fabriquants) car nécessite d’être 
proche du patient 
–  Mais attaquant peut utiliser un équipement non standard 

(amplificateur, antenne puissante,…) 
•  Coûteux en terme de ressource 

–  CPU, bande passante, mais surtout énergie! 
–  Réduit la durée de vie! 

•  Compromis Sécurité/Sureté! 
–  La sécurité ne doit pas mettre la vie du patient en danger 

en cas d’urgence! 
•  Les attaquants ne doivent pas avoir accès aux 

données…mais les données doivent être disponibles en 
cas d’urgence…! 

• Un attaquant ne doit pas pouvoir desactiver l’appareil 
mais un medecin doit absolument le faire en cas 
d’urgence. 

 
 



Sécurité des pacemakers/ 
Un problème très difficile… 

•  Authentification des lecteurs 
– Gestion des clefs est difficile? 

• Capteur configuré avec une clef et la clef est 
donnée au médecin traitant… 

– Mais comment faire si le patient voyage ou admit 
d’urgence?  

– Carte a puce?   
• Pas de solution idéale!!… 

– Comment révoquer des lecteurs? 
• PKI? 



Sécuriser les Pacemakers (2) 

•  Comment éviter les attaques de type déni de 
service?? 
–  Cryptographie/Sécurité Coûte cher en terme 

d’énergie 
–  Un attaquant pourrait émettre des fausses 

requêtes d’authentification/autorisation 
–  Le capteur consommerait sa pile pour rien  
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Why  is Wireless/Mobile Security Different? 
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Why is mobile security different? 

•  Specificities: 
–  1. Wireless links 

• Difficult to identify perimeters 
• DoS attacks: jamming,… 

–  2. Mobility 
• Connect to malicious access points 
• Location privacy 
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Why is wireless security different? (2) 

–  3. Constrainted Devices 

• Small display 
– Not easy to enter long passwords… 

• Small CPU 
– Public key crypto. is hard 

–  4. Battery Operated 
• Protocols/operations should optimize battery 

•  Different devices with different security 
requirements 
–  Voice security ≠ Sensor security 
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Application-specific constraints and security goals 

J 

Informally: to accurately measure and deliver sensed data 
confidentiality not an issue – data authentication is important 

Informally: to communicate privately!!! 
confidentiality is the prime security goal  

Cellular networks 
-  infrastructure based 
-  single-hop (to the BS)  

Sensor Networks 
-  infrastructureless 
-  multihop 
-  node compromise 
-  node sabotage 
-  displacement  
-  ...  
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Wireless Communication Channel 
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Why security is more of a concern in wireless? 

•  no inherent physical protection 
–  physical connections between devices are replaced by logical 

associations 
–  sending and receiving messages do not need physical access to 

the network infrastructure (cables, hubs, routers, etc.) 
–  Attacker can be far away from network! 

•  broadcast communications 
–  wireless usually means radio, which (generally) has a broadcast 

nature 
–  transmissions can be overheard by anyone in range 
–  anyone can generate transmissions,  

•  which will be received by other devices in range 
•  which will interfere with other nearby transmissions and may 

prevent their correct reception (jamming) 
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Wireless channel 

EW 
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Different Types of Attacks 

•  Passive attacks 
–  The attacker is just listening and is not actively taking 

part of the communication 
• E.g. eavesdropping or snooping… 

 Hard to detect in wireless com.…. 
•  Active attacks 

–  The attacker is able to alter the channel and/or modify/
inject messages to reach its goal 
• Message Forgery 
• Message modification/Man in the Middle 
• Denial of Service (flooding, jamming) 

 Easier to perform in wireless com. (since no physical 
access control)… 
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Different Types of Attacks 

Most existing attacks combine passive and active technique.
…. 

•  Let’s consider each of these attacks … 

1.  Snooping/eavesdropping attacks (passive attacks): 
 
2. Modification Attacks (active attacks) 
 
3. Denial of Service Attacks (active attacks) 
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1. Eavesdropping/snooping Attack 

•  the attacker is listening to the communication in order to 
access private information (emails, secrets,…) 

•  Precondition:  
–  The attacker knows the frequency/modulation/coding on/by 

which the communicating parties exchange their information. 

J 
M 

m 

A B 
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Snooping attack (passive attack) 

–  The proposed solution is encryption (WEP, 802.11i)! 
–  But is encryption enough? 



METADATA… 

CISC 
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What are the metadata? 
•  Caller and receiver 

•  Caller and receiver current location 
•  Length of call 

•  …  
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Snooping attack (passive attack) 

–  The proposed solution is encryption (WEP, 802.11i)! 
–  But is encryption enough? 

•  No, an attacker can still perform traffic analysis on 
encrypted data! 

•  It can, for exemple, identify the number of access point 
and wireless devices …and eventually the network 
topology! 

•  It can identify the traffic type (email, web browsing, VoIP,
…) by looking at packet size and time information… 
–  Even the VoIP language can be identified! 

•  It can identify if someone is currently using the network 
(useful for robbery!)…this creates some privacy issue! 

–  Snooping is a major problem in wireless networks 
•  An attacker can eavesdrop from very far with a directional 

antenna 
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Implications of antenna directionality on security 

•  Attackers can eavesdrop communication from much  
longer distances than anticipated 
–  Attacks on Bluetooth (designed for 10m range) 

Reported eavesdropping from 3 km (LOS) !!!  

J M 
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2. Modification Attacks (active attacks) 

–  The attacker modifies: 
•  The information contents (email, web,…)  
•  The IP destination address to redirect traffic 

somewhere…. 
•  The IP destination address to masquerade/

impersonate another host/user!! 
–  There are at least 2 ways to modify a message: 

•  The message is modified on the fly… 
–  Difficult… 

•  The message is intercepted, modified and then 
replayed: Man in the Middle (MiTM) attack! 
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Modification Attacks (active attacks) 

–  MiTM attacks is simple enough in wired networks 
•  An attacker cuts the wire, receives all the data, 

modifies them and re-injects them 
•  An attacker can corrupt a router… 

–  MiTM is more difficult in wireless networks! Why? 
•  No wire to cut! The attacker must stop the 

receiver from getting the message on the initial 
transmission… 

•  Difficult but not impossible! 

•  So how to protect against Modification attacks?? 
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Modification Attacks (active attacks) 

 
 

•  Mutual authentication! 
•  Alice authenticates Bob’s messages 
•  Bob authenticates Alice’s messages 
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Modification Attacks (active attacks) 

•  For example: 
–  Bob gets and verifies certificates/credentials 

from Alice 
–  Alice gets and verifies certificates/credentials 

from Bob 

–  Alice and Bob establish a secret key using Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol.. 

–  Messages are authenticated using a MAC 
(message authentication code) 
        Or 

–  Messages are signed…. 
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Modification Attacks (active attacks) 

–  Mutual authentication is efficient in most of the 
cases …but not always !!! 
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Message relay 

•  Door access control- Does authentication help?  

INRIA Claude 

J 
M 

Claude INRIA 

Hi, I am C.Castelluccia 

prove it, NB 

signA{NB, B} 

generates a signature  
with its private_key 

verifies A’s signature 
using A’s public_key and  

open the door! 

Authentication does not help! 
verifies A’s signature 

using A’s public_key and  
open the door! 

Who are you? 
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3. Denial of Service Attacks (active attacks) 

3. Denial of Service Attacks. 
–  The goal of the attacker is to cause damage by 

preventing operation of the networks 
–  DDoS: flooding a host with a huge number of 

packets… 
–  In wireless networks, the most important DoS 

attack is jamming… 
•  Add physical noise on the channel to corrupt 

messages… 
–  These attacks are simple and very difficult (if not 

impossible) to prevent… 
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Adversarial interference: jamming 

•  Transmitting a signals on the same frequency on 
which the honest parties communicate 

•  Blocks the reception of the message at the receiver B 

A B 

S (original signal) 

J 
M 

J (jamming signal) 

Simple amplitude modulation example 
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DSSS : Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum 

•  Secret spreading code – DSSS HIDES THE SIGNAL 
•  Signal detection is now more difficult   

–  signal “hidden” in the noise 
•  Signal interception/modification difficult 
•  Jamming  

–  narrowband jamming now requires much higher power 
–  broadband jamming still effective 
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Spread spectrum : main idea 
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Spread Spectrum Techniques  

There are two basic spread spectrum techniques: 
•  Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS): 

–  the signal is multiplied by a spreading code in the time domain 
–  the spreading code is a pseudo random  sequence that looks like 

noise 
•  Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) 

–  the signal changes of carrier frequency  
–  sequence of frequency changes is determined via a pseudo random 

sequence 
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DSSS Technology 

•  The initial application of spread-spectrum (SS) techniques 
was for military applications 

•  SS investigation was motivated primarily by the desire to 
achieve highly jam-resistant communication systems 

•  It is now used in civil applications  
–   Multiple Access (ex: CDMA) / Modulation 
–  coordinated systems coexistence (ex: SS UMTS) 
–  uncoordinated systems coexistence (ISM bands) 

•  A system is defined to be a SS system if the signal 
occupies a bandwidth much in excess of the minimum 
bandwidth necessary to send the information 
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Conclusion 

•  Wireless Security is hard because the attackers do 
not have to physically compromise the network! 

•  It is even harder for small wireless devices, such as 
RFID or sensor, that can’t perform expensive crypto. 
Operations and can be physically compromised! 

•  Getting it right requires a lot of work! 
–  Never design your own algorithm… use an existing 

(secure) one instead… 

•  In the following class, we give 2 examples: 
–  What not to do! The WEP example! 
–  How to do it…: 802.11i!  



Finally: What about Privacy? 

•  The promises of new technologies 
–  Implantable Medical Devices 
– Location-Based Services 
–  Internet 
– Smart meters, sensors 

•  Privacy threats of new technologies 
– Leave traces (cookies, …) 
– Reveal a lot of information about users (e.g. 

smart meters) 
– Leak information  

• Directly: e.g. mobile aps 
• Indirectly: e.g.Inference attacks on OSN 

(Gaydar, ndss2012) 
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     DATAVEILLANCE = DATA + SURVEILLANCE 

•  Systematic monitoring of people's actions or 
communications through the application of information 
technology. 

•  We leak data, leave traces when we are browsing the 
web or using our smart phone… 
•  On the visible web  
•  On the invisible web 

•  For economical  or security reasons 
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•  Foursquare knows where you are 
•  Flickr knows what you see 
•  Facebook knows what you do 
•  Linkedin knows what you’ve done 
•  Twitter knows what you say 
•  Amazon knows what you buy 
•  Google knows what you think  

51 

  Dataveillance on the «  Visible » Web 



 Dataveillance on the “Invisible” Web 

•  “Meta-data” 
•  Tags, Web bugs, pixels and beacons that appear on Websites to track 

and profile users 
•  Allows trackers to build profiles of users 
 



 Dataveillance on the “Invisible” Web 



       A Example of Abuse: NSA PRISM 
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          OBAMA’s ANSWER 

•  « Now, with respect to the Internet and emails [of PRISM], 
this does not apply to U.S. citizens, …., it only applies 
to foreigners! ». (Obama, Wall Street Jounal, June 7, 2013) 

•  « We only collect metadata of U.S. citizens… » 
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Metadata = Surveillance 

•  Imagine you hired a detective to eavesdrop on 
someone. He might plant a bug in their office. He 
might tap their phone. He might open their mail. The 
result would be the details of that person's 
communications. That's the "data. » 

•  Now imagine you hired that same detective to 
surveil that person. The result would be details of 
what he did: where he went, who he talked to, what 
he looked at, what he purchased -- how he spent his 
day. That's all metadata. 

•  When the government (or a company) collects 
metadata on people, the government puts them 
under surveillance! 

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2013/09/metadata_equals.html 
56 
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Our “personal spy assistant” 

•  smartphones have become our companions 
–  useful and user-friendly, always connected 
–  easy to customize to match everybody expectations 
–  ~20% of mobile phones are smartphones 

•  but smartphones know a lot of our cyber-activities 
–  they gather private information 

•  while we’re using them 
–  they generate private information 

•  GPS, NFC, WiFi, camera 
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Our “personal spy assistant”… 
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+ 

Apps/OS servers (first 
party) 

May send personal 
information to 

+ … 

Can access personal information 
 (location, contacts, device name, photos, 

notes, etc.) 

Advertising 
Companies 

Analytics 
Companies 

Data 
Aggregatio

n 
Companies 

Others 
(theoreticall

y 
anywhere…) 

3rd 
party 

server
s 



Privacy leakage 

•  Spy, spy, spy… 
http://www.stealthgenie.com  
http://global.ikeymonitor.com 
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•  data aggregation at Flurry 
–  http://www.flurry.com/flurry-analytics.html 

61 

Privacy leakage 
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Smart Phone Mobility Privacy Issues 

•  Why are we tracked? 
–  Personalized services to user and location. 

– Mobile-ADV (mobile advertisement) 
• Personalized ads to user’s interests AND location. 
• Smart phones are great targets for advertisers 

– The number of mobile phones will soon surpass # 
of PCs 

– Phones contain/leak a lot of information! 
– A phone is owned and used by a single person, 

always on and always carried by its owner.  
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Online Advertising: Simplified Model 

•  3 main entities: 
–  Advertiser (annonceur): entity that wants to 

advertise a service/products (i.e. hotels, car 
manufacturers,…) 

–  Publisher (editeur): entity that hosts the 
advertisements (i.e. online news, lemonde.fr,…) 

–  Ad-Network: entity that places advertisements on 
Publisher sites (i.e. google,…) 
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Online Advertising: Illustration 

PUBLISHER 
(lemonde.fr) 

AD-NETWORK 
(doubleclick.com) 

ADVERTISER 
(maier.com) 
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Online Advertising: Money Flow 

PUBLISHER 
(lemonde.fr) 

AD-NETWORK 
(doubleclick.com) 

ADVERTISER 
(maier.com) 

$$$ 

$ 



 Browsing Profiling: How? 
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Doubleclick.
com 

… 

Cnn.com Wsj.com Lemonde.fr 



 Browsing Profiling (2) 
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Doubleclick.
com 

… 

Cnn.com Wsj.com Lemonde.fr 

Cookie_cnn 
Cookie_dc 



 Browsing Profiling (2) 
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Doubleclick.
com 

… 

Cnn.com Wsj.com Lemonde.fr 

Cookie_wsj 
Cookie_dc 



 Browsing Profiling 
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Doubleclick.
com 

… 

Cnn.com Wsj.com Lemonde.fr 

Cookie_lemonde 

Cookie_dc 



 Browsing Profiling 
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Doubleclick.
com 

… 

Cnn.com Wsj.com Lemonde.fr 

Cookie_lemonde 

Cookie_dc 

http://www.google.com/ads/preferences 



 
http://www.google.com/ads/preferences 
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 Online Tracking:  
Tracking on the Internet… 
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Online Tracking:  Smart Phone 

•  Marketers are tracking smartphone users through “apps” 
— games and other software on their phones.  

•  Some apps collect information including location, unique 
serial-number-like identifiers for the phone, and personal 
details such as age and sex. 

•   Apps routinely send the information to marketing 
companies that use it to compile dossiers on phone 
users 
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Paper Toss App (iPhone) 

phoneID Location 

Third-party (google, flurry,…) 

               App Server 
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About Mobile Ads… 

•  some facts 
–  “77% of top 50 Android free Apps were Ad 

supported” on July 2011 [1] 

–  35% of Android free Apps that use Ads use 2 or more 
Ad libraries [2] 

•  a way to increase revenues 
•  a trend is to use “Ad aggregators” 
who promise to select the Ad lib 
that maximizes profit 

•  ref: 
•  [1] “Don’t kill my ads! Balancing Privacy in an Ad-Supported Mobile Application 

Market”, HotMobile 2012.  
•  [2] “AdSplit: Separating smartphone advertising from applications”, Usenix 

Security 2012. 
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the design objectives of AdSplit and how we can borrow
ideas from how web advertisements are secured. Sec-
tion 4 describes our Android-based implementation, and
Section 5 quantifies its performance. Section 6 provides
details about a simple binary rewriter to adapt legacy
apps to use our system. Section 7 considers how we
might eliminate native code libraries for advertisements
and go with a more web-like architecture. Finally, Sec-
tion 8 discusses a variety of policy issues.

2 App analysis

The need to monetize freely distributed smartphone ap-
plications has given rise to many di�erent ad provider
networks and libraries. The companies competing for
business in the mobile ad world range from established
web ad providers like Google’s AdMob to a variety of
dedicated smartphone advertising firms.

With so many options for serving mobile ads, many
app developers choose to include multiple ad libraries.
Additionally, there is a new trend of advertisement ag-
gregators that have the aggregator choose which ad li-
brary to use in order to maximize profits for the devel-
oper.

While we’re not particularly interested in advertising
market share, we want to understand how these ad li-
braries behave. What permissions do they require? And
how many apps would be operating with fewer permis-
sions, if only their advertisement systems didn’t require
them? To address these questions, we downloaded ap-
proximately 10,000 free apps from the Android Market
and the Amazon App Store and analyzed them.

How many ad libraries? Fig 1 shows the distribution
of the number of advertisement libraries used by apps in
our sample. Of the apps that use advertisements, about
35% include two or more advertising libraries.

Permissions required. We found that some ad li-
braries need more permissions than those mentioned in
the documentation; also, the set of permissions may
change with the version of the ad library. Table 1 shows
some of the required and optional permission sets for a
number of popular Android ad libraries. The permissions
listed as optional are not required to use the ad library
but may be requested in order to improve the quality of
advertisements; for example, some ad libraries will use
location information to customize ads. A developer us-
ing such a library has the choice of including location-
targeted ads or not. Presumably, better targeted ads will
bring greater revenue to the application developer.

Figure 1: Number of apps with ad libraries installed.

Permission bloat. In Android, an application requests
a set of permissions at the time it’s installed. Those per-
missions must su⇥ce for all of the app’s needs and for
the needs of its advertising library. We decided to mea-
sure how many of the permissions requested are used ex-
clusively by the advertising library (i.e., if the advertising
library were removed, the permission would be unneces-
sary).

This analysis required decompiling our apps into dex
format [3] using the android-apktool [23]. For each app,
we then extracted a list of all API calls made. Since
advertising libraries have package names that are easy
to distinguish, it’s straightforward to separate their API
calls from the main application. To map the list of API
calls to the necessary permissions, we use the data gath-
ered by Felt et al. [18]. This allows us to compute the
minimal set of permissions required by an application,
with and without its advertisement libraries. We then
compare this against the formal list of permissions that
each app requests from the system.

There may be cases where an app speculatively at-
tempts to use an API call that requires a permission that
was never granted, or there may be dead code that ex-
ercises a permission, but will never actually run. Our
analysis will err on the side of believing that an applica-
tion requires a permission that, in fact, it never uses. This
means that our estimates of permission bloat are strictly
a lower bound on the actual volume of permissions that
are requested only to support the needs of the advertising
libraries.

Our results, shown in Fig. 2, are quite striking. 15% of
apps requesting Internet permissions are doing it for the
sole benefit of their advertising libraries. 26% of apps re-
questing coarse location permissions are doing it for the
sole benefit of their advertising libraries. 47% of apps



About Mobile Ads… 
•  it does impact the App behavior 

–  Ad libs ask for potentially dangerous Android 
permissions 

•  free Apps usually request 2-3 additional permissions 
compared to paid Apps of the same category [1] 
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AdMob [22] X X �
Greystripe [25] X X X
Millennial
Media [36]

X X X X

InMobi [29] X � � �
MobClix [38] X � X
TapJoy [53] X X X X
JumpTap [32] X X X �

X(required), � (optional)

Table 1: Di�erent advertising libraries require di�erent
permissions.

requesting permission to get a list of the tasks running
on the phone (the ad libraries use this to check if the
application hosting the advertisement is in foreground)
are doing it for the sole benefit of their advertising li-
braries. These results suggest that any architecture that
separates advertisements from applications will be able
to significantly reduce permission bloat. (In concurrent
work to our own, Grace et al. [24] performed a static
analysis of 100 thousand Android apps and found ad-
vertisement libraries uploading sensitive information to
remote ad servers. They also found that some advertise-
ment libraries were fetching and dynamically executing
code from remote ad servers.)

3 Design objectives

Advertisement services have been around since the very
beginnings of the web. Consequently, these services have
adapted to use a wide variety of technologies that should
be able to influence our AdSplit design.

3.1 Advertisement security on the web
Fundamentally, a web page with a third-page advertise-
ment falls under the rubric of a mashup, where multiple
web servers are involved in the presentation of a single
web page.

Many web pages isolate advertisements from con-
tent by placing ads in an iframe [55]. The content
hosted in an iframe is isolated from the hosting web-
page and browsers allow only specific cross frame in-

Figure 2: Distribution of types of permissions reduced
when advertisements are separated from applications.

teractions [6, 40], protecting the advertisement against
intrusions from the host page (although there have been
plenty of attacks [51, 47, 50]). Another valuable prop-
erty of the iframe is that it allows an external web server
to distinguish between requests coming from the adver-
tisement from requests that might be forged. Standard
web security mechanisms assist with this; browsers en-
force the same origin policy, restricting the host web
page from making arbitrary connections to the advertiser.
Defenses against cross site request forgery, like the Ori-
gin header [5], further aid advertisers in detecting fraud-
ulent clicks.

Adapting these ideas to a smartphone requires signifi-
cant design changes. Most notably, it’s common for An-
droid applications to request the privilege to make arbi-
trary Internet connections. There is nothing equivalent
to the same origin policy, and consequently no way for a
remote server to have su⇥cient context, from any given
click request it receives, to determine whether that click
is legitimate or fraudulent. This requires AdSplit to in-
clude several new mechanisms.

3.2 Adapting these ideas to AdSplit

The first and most prominent design decision of AdSplit
is to separate a host application from its advertisements.
This separation has a number of ramifications:
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Figure 1: Application popularity.

application is required to explicitly specify its permission require-
ments. During installation the user is presented with a grouped
list of permissions that the application requires to run. Such per-
missions include access to accurate or coarse grained location, the
phone’s state, access to the phone’s address book, to name a few.
The assumption is that based on the requested permission list, the
users can make an informed decision about whether they want to
install the application or not. Effectively, the Android permission
model involves a one-off control point (installation) after which the
application has full access to the requested resources.

In order to understand the impact that the existing permission
model has on the mobile application landscape, we explored the
ecosystem of the Android application market. We investigated the
picture of the Android Market by analyzing the metadata of all the
applications available on the online market. The market crawl was
performed through a Java-based tool during July 2011. Using 64
Google accounts and a combination of targeted search queries, we
were able to capture the whole market over a six week crawling pe-
riod. The collected data include the full set of metadata for 251,342
applications1. The metadata include, amongst other information,
the application title, type, category, number of downloads, average
rating, and the full list of requested permissions.

The complete market consists of 73% free applications. In al-
most all of the application categories the high ratio of free vs paid
applications is evident. The exceptions are categories that may in-
clude copyrighted content such as the “Personalization" category
(26% free) with a large number of wallpaper applications, and the
“Books & References" category (53% free). A comparison be-
tween free and paid applications shows somewhat expected results:
free applications are significantly more popular than paid ones (Fig-
ure 1(a)), with 20% of free applications downloaded more than
10,000 times, in contrast to only 0.2% of paid. At the same time
paid applications receive higher user ratings (Figure 1(b)).

The high popularity of free applications offers an indication of
the possible monetization opportunity through advertisement. In
order to explore any possible trend we manually inspected the 50
most popular free applications in the market. Of those 50, 11 ap-
plications do not use advertisements, 32 applications use advertise-
ments through add-on widgets and 7 applications show advertise-
ments integrated with the application. Overall, 77% of the top free
applications were ad-supported.

Higher advertisement revenues are typically achieved through
targeted advertisements. As a consequence, better profiling of the
target user requires access to more personal information about the
owner of the device. We explore such trends in the Android market
by inspecting the access permissions requested by free applications.
Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of permissions requested by the
Android applications. Surprisingly, 40% of the paid and 10% of
the free applications do not require any permission to run. Most

1According to the official Google blog at August 2011 there were
250,000 applications in the Market.
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Figure 2: Number of permissions requested.
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Figure 3: % of apps requesting at least one permission in a category.

of these applications are themes, comics, games, and development
libraries (Figure 2(b)). Furthermore, 7% of the free applications
request more than 10 permissions compared to only 1.8% of paid
ones. Our results indicate that, on average, free applications usu-
ally request 2-3 additional permissions compared to paid applica-
tions of the same category. It is interesting to note that incorporat-
ing targeted advertisement offered by a popular Ad-network such
as AdMob would require permissions for Internet access, location,
and device identification, leading to 3 additional permissions for an
application that does not require them by default.

The Android OS organizes permissions into different threat lev-
els: normal permissions are considered of minimal risk and include
access to normal functionality, e.g. access to the vibrator, reading
the battery level. Dangerous permissions are considered of high
risk and could pose a threat to the user’s privacy. Such permissions
include access to location and access to SMS content. When an ap-
plication requests a dangerous permission, a warning is displayed
during installation to alert the user of the potential risks. The user is
expected to make a binary decision on whether to install that appli-
cation or not. Finally, there are signed or system permissions that
are not presented at all to the user. The analysis on the market data
shows that the majority of applications request at least one danger-
ous permission (Figure 3(a)). Furthermore, if we consider the dif-
ference between paid and free applications, it seems that free ap-
plications mostly request additional dangerous permissions: 73%
of free applications request at least one dangerous permission com-
pared to just 41% of paid ones. According to this trend, 7 out of 10
free applications would show a warning to the user during instal-
lation. It is well established that such types of frequent warnings
render them completely ineffective, as users tend to keep acknowl-
edging them without much consideration [15]. This could imply
that applications can request highly sensitive information unchal-
lenged by the end users, thus defeating the purpose of Android’s
permission model. For instance, the frequency of such warnings
might distract the users from noticing that 7% of the applications
request access to user contacts (Figure 4(a)).

permissions per Ad lib [2] dangerous permissions asked 
for by free/non-free Aps [1] 



So… 

•  “tracking the trackers” has become 
   a necessity 

–  “teach” companies to behave in a privacy- 
 friendly way 

•  users must know the risks… 
–  “teach” the end-user 

•  users must be able to control the risks 
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Our Mobilitics project 

•  started in January 2012 
 

•  focuses on Android and iOS 
–  they are the leading mobile OS 
–  they follow different approaches 

 

•  goal is to analyze privacy leakage from Apps (free or 
not) and OS services 
–  compare Android/iOS. Identify best practices and 

trends 
–  gather facts that CNIL can use to discuss with 

companies 

•  don’t be naïve 
–  targeted ads can be “the price to pay” for free Apps 78 



Physical Tracking: Smart metering 
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Smart Meters 
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Physical Tracking:  
Medical devices & Self-logging 
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 Privacy? The « no-hide » argument!! 
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Really? 
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 The dangers 
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The dangers 
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 Monitoring… 
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The danger 

–  Surveillance: We move into a 
surveillance society companies/gov. 
gather a huge amount of information 
about users 

–  Discrimination:  
• Profiling may reveal that a user is 

suffering from a certain disease. 
•  Insurance might then deny 

insurance 
–  Personalization: 

•  Filter bubble 
•  Information leakage 

•  We need privacy-preserving systems… 

 
 



Yesterday (1993) 
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Today 
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Today 
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Name: Tutu 
Race: black dog 

Favorite food: meat 
Interests: hunting, swimming, skiing 
Location: Grenoble, but currently 

visiting Paris 

On the Internet, they now know that you are a black dog! 



THANKS! 
 
 

Claude.castelluccia@inria.fr 
http://planete.inrialpes.fr/

~ccastel/ 
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